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UNLEASHING THE POWER
OF SAP WITH VIATEK
Many organisations across Australia rely on the powerful technology platform developed by German
software company SAP. For this reason, Viatek has created a dedicated SAP Consulting practice that
provides the comprehensive guidance and support these organisations require.
Whether it’s an initial SAP deployment or support for an established infrastructure, Viatek can provide
the assistance that will be required.

THE VIATEK APPROACH

AREAS OF FOCUS

Viatek takes a unique approach to the delivery of SAP consulting

The Viatek SAP consulting team has three key areas of focus:

services. Its team of consultants is agile and able to undertake both
stand-alone projects and longer-term support functions.

•	SAP hosting: As a certified hosting and services partner of
SAP, Viatek can provide hosting services either via Viatek’s own

For those organisations with an existing SAP deployment, we

data centres or the Microsoft Azure cloud. This gives clients

undertake a comprehensive review to determine whether it is meeting

flexibility as well as providing the opportunity to readily scale

current business demands and what enhancements could be made.

resources as business demands change.

We can then proactively manage the environment to ensure it
continues to function optimally.

•	SAP consulting and support services: Viatek’s experienced
SAP team can deliver in-depth consulting and support services

For greenfield sites, we can design, deploy and fine-tune SAP so that

to clients regardless of the stage they have reached on their

it maps accurately against existing workflows. Ongoing management

SAP deployment journey. Support can be delivered remotely or

can then be undertaken either onsite or remotely.

at a client’s premises as required.
•	Resource augmentation: Organisations sometimes find it
difficult to locate and retain experienced staff, especially when
undertaking project-based work. Viatek can assist by providing
qualified SAP practitioners who can join an in-house team for
as long as is required. Currently, Viatek has a listing of 5000
contractors from which to select.

WORKING WITH YOU
	Viatek’s deep knowledge of the SAP portfolio and wide industry experience means we can become a valuable technology
partner for your organisation. We can provide the guidance and support you require to gain the most benefit from your
deployment and leverage long-term results.

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
1300 842 835 | itsales@viatek.com.au | www.viatek.com.au
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